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�

Let the big dogs eat! 

Our test ratings

Our panel of testers

We kick off our exhaustive 2015 testing 
programme with the club we all love 
most – the driver. This year has seen 
a raft of new launches, all claiming 
to help you hit the ball longer and 
straighter. But with so many decent 
options out there, how do you decide 
which one to buy? This test has been 
done by four golfers of various abilities, 
from pro to a 15-handicapper with an 
average club speed. Their feedback 
and Trackman stats helped us decide 
which were the best drivers of 2015 – 
and which ones you should go and try.  

TG doesn’t shy away from rating and 
ranking products. This year we are 
awarding winners in the following 
categories: 

THE 2015
DRIVERS
TEST
Driver tech has taken another step forward 
this year, with more adjustability than ever 
and new aerodynamic shapes. We’ve put 29 
clubs through their paces; which is best?
W O R D S  J O E L  T A D M A N  P I C T U R E S  T O M  C R I T C H E L L ,  A N G U S  M U R R A Y

THE TEST

James Ridyard
Handicap: Pro
Longest carry: 266 yards
Clubhead speed: 108mph

Joel Tadman
Handicap: 4
Longest carry: 251 yards
Clubhead speed: 106mph

Joel Cunningham
Handicap: 8
Longest carry: 206 yards
Clubhead speed: 85mph

Robin Hopkins
Handicap: 15
Longest carry: 212 yards
Clubhead speed: 93mph

BRONZE

GOLDSILVER

BEST ON TEST

Gold Award: 
Overall ranking 
of 9.5 or above

Bronze Award: 
Overall ranking 
of 8.5

Recognition in 
one area of 
performance

Silver Award: 
Overall ranking 
of 9
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The Test Drivers

�

Tech: Features an upgraded Kuro Kage 
black stock shaft, a straighter front edge, 
polished PVD fi nish and adjustable loft.

JR tested: 9° stiff 
Distance: 246 yards Dispersion: 11 yards
� Looks large at address, which may instil 
some confi dence for many. Distance was a 
little below average but it performed well 
on off-centre hits, perhaps down to the 
triangular, high MOI head design.

JT tested: 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 239 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� Club speed came down but the shaft felt 
stable through the hit. It sits slightly closed, 
which will appeal to slicers. Tended to miss 
right and has an unusual sound to it.

JC tested: 12° stiff 
Distance: 191 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� Off-centre hits didn’t curve as much as I 
was expecting. Large head and quality fi nish 
boosted confi dence, dispersion was pretty 
tight. Decent performance given the price.
 
RH tested: 11.5° stiff 
Distance: 192 yards Dispersion: 12 yards
� Felt quite weighty, like I had to work 
harder to get results. But I liked the shape 
of the head and it felt solid at impact.

 Confi dence-inspiring head shape. 
Generally forgiving and offers good value.

 Loud, tinny sound at impact. 

Tech: Heavier head and grip combined with 
a lighter shaft creates a counterbalanced 
club that helps increase ball speeds.

JR tested: 9° stiff 
Distance: 245 yards Dispersion: 10 yards
� For me, the crown colours spoil what is a 
nice head shape. It felt powerful from the 
sweetspot. Overall distance was OK, but off- 
centre hits lost a fair amount of ball speed.

JT tested: 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 240 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� The crown design works for me, it’s bold 
but subliminally helps position the ball 
centrally. The head feels heavy but it wasn’t 
cumbersome to swing, it just seemed to 
lack help when I didn’t catch it.

JC tested: 12° stiff 
Distance: 189 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� Looks really cool, but I didn’t get the 
distance I was hoping for, perhaps because 
my spin numbers were quite high. 

RH tested: 9.75° regular
Distance: 204 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� It’s a good-size head and I felt in control 
of it at all times, very easy to hit with ample 
forgiveness on offer. Very impressed with 
this, certainly in my top fi ve performers.

 Bundles of shelf appeal. Feels well 
balanced and powerful at impact.

 Didn’t travel as far as the feel suggests.

Tech: ‘Cut-Through Velocity slot’ technology 
increases ball speeds on off-centre hits. Loft 
and lie adjustable up to 1.5° via the hosel.

JR tested: 10° stiff 
Distance: 252 yards Dispersion: 10 yards 
� Nice profi le and matt fi nish. The slot isn’t 
off-putting, if anything it helps with 
alignment. It was noticeable how heel and 
toe impacts helped bring misses back 
online with minimal loss of ball speed.

JT tested: 10.5° stiff 
Distance: 239 yards Dispersion: 9 yards
� The slot didn’t suit my eye and the face 
looks rounded. It’s loud at impact, but felt 
hot from a wide area. Not as much distance 
as I was expecting despite a strong fl ight.

JC tested: 12° stiff 
Distance: 199 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� I got a mid-to-high fl ight without too 
much spin. The slot does help alignment, 
but maybe future versions could add in the 
Ghost Slot we see in Adams’ hybrids.

RH tested: 11.5° stiff 
Distance: 194 yards Dispersion: 14 yards
� Once you get past the look, it’s quite easy 
to get on with. Powerful feel at impact with 
lots of help on poor strikes.

 Powerful feel from a wide area on the 
face. High-launch head will help many.

 Slot on top will divide opinion.

Web: www.mdgolf.co.uk Web: www.yonex.co.uk Web: www.adamsgolf.com

THE VERDICT
Looks: 7.5 Feel/Sound: 7
Forgiveness: 7.5 Innovation: 7
Performance: 7
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29 drivers, 
three days 
and plenty of 
aching arms 
afterwards!

HOW WE TESTED 29 DRIVERS
Our testing panel includes two 
readers, equipment editor Joel 
Tadman and TG pro James Ridyard, 
from the Bedford Golf Club. James is 
a qualifi ed club fi tter, an expert in the 
laws of ball fl ight and has no brand 
affi liation, ensuring he offers honest 
and uncompromised club advice. 

Our driver test took place over 
three days in one of The Belfry’s 
custom-fi tting bays using a Trackman 
launch monitor. We based our 
rankings out of 10 on opinion, 
feel and fact. 
■ For Opinion we looked at four areas 
the manufacturers value when 
developing a club. Looks may not 
affect performance, but can make a 
difference to the confi dence we feel at 
address. They can also infl uence our 
ability to aim the face. Feel and sound 
are similarly subjective, but we all 
know the sensation we want at 
impact. Forgiveness is, again, hard to 
quantify; only the golfer knows how 
well the club has rescued a poor 
strike. But to provide more insight 
into how well each driver performed 
on mishits, James used a fi ne fi lm of 
powder-based foot spray on the face 

to ascertain strike points without 
affecting spin or lubricating the 
contact between ball and face. 

He hit one shot from the heel and 
toe within 20-25mm of the centre of 
the face, ensuring the strike point 
wasn’t overly high or low. He looked 
mostly at ball speed, smash factor 
and the ball’s direction on these 
shots. Other testers were given access 
to this data when giving their 
forgiveness mark, but it was not used 
to solely formulate the fi nal mark. 
■ New for this year is an Innovation 
category. This is our panel’s opinion 
on how the club’s technology 
advances the category, how well 
executed it is and how well the tester 
felt it enhanced the club’s 
performance. 

■ As for Fact, we wanted to compare 
the performance of each driver fairly. 
Golfers of different abilities are better 
suited to one driver over another, so 
rather than comparing the 
performance of the clubs from person 
to person, we ranked the performance 
against the player’s best drive of the 
day. That way, clubs are ranked 
against each other for each individual. 

We recorded the distance and 
dispersion of each drive, and noted 
how far each shot fi nished away from 
the player’s best drive. We then took 
an average and gave it a rating out of 
10 using a sliding scale. Performance 
was given double the weighting when 
creating the overall mark.

WHO TOOK PART
We invited all major manufacturers to 
be involved in our test, and gave them 
the chance to come along on the fi rst 
morning and fi t our testers. James 
was also on hand to fi t the optimum 
loft, lie and shaft spec to each tester 
based on their swing characteristics. 
Manufacturers supplied us with an 
array of lofts with shafts that incur no 
upcharge at retail from all the 2015 
models they wished to be included. 

Where we tested
The Belfry Hotel & 
Resort is steeped 
in golfing history 
and provides the 
perfect getaway for 
any golf break, with 
the three stunning 
golf courses 
accompanied 
by the luxurious 
hotel, fine dining 
experiences and 
state-of-the-art 
leisure facilities. 

The PGA 
National Golf 
Academy offers 
expert tuition for 
golfers of all levels 
and aligns with 
the renowned Golf 
Shop on site to 
allow golfers to be 
custom fit for the 
latest products 
from leading 
brands in the 
dedicated custom-
fitting suites.
� Visit www.
TheBelfry.com or 
call 01675 470256 
for information.

Trackman 
captures 
every shot 
accurately. 

We measured 
strike point 
to assess 
forgiveness. 

The team’s 
favourites 
were fiercely 
debated.  

Manufacturers 
were invited 

to fit the team 
prior to testing.

MD Golf Superfi t 
£169.95

Yonex XP 
£249

Adams XTD 
£299
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�

Tech: All three models feature a Speed 
Channel to aid distance. Fly-Z+ has a 15g 
weight that can be adjusted front to back. 

JR tested: Fly-Z+ 9° x-stiff, weight forward 
Distance: 256 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� The hollow, echoey sound was off-putting, 
but I enjoyed the mid-to-high fl ight with low 
spin. I was amazed at how much ball speed 
was maintained on off-centre hits... 
forgiveness was seriously impressive.

JT tested: Fly-Z 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 244 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� I didn’t spin the Fly-Z+ with the weight 
forward enough so I opted for the extra 
forgiveness of the Fly-Z in a low loft. The 
larger head aided confi dence and control.

JC tested: Fly-Z 11° regular 
Distance: 195 yards Dispersion: 9 yards
� The high-launch nature of the head suited 
my swing. It felt hot from a wide area and 
more spin helped increase carry.

RH tested: Fly-Z 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 197 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� I got better numbers from the standard 
Fly-Z, increasing the launch without adding 
too much spin, but it has a higher pitched 
sound than the Fly-Z+. 

 Really does offer something for 
everyone’s swing and colour preference.

 Good players may want more workability.

Tech: Aimed at slow swingers seeking more 
spin. Higher MOI comes from a weight-saving 
‘OctaForce’ crown. Adjustable loft up to 1.5°.

JR tested: 9° stiff
Distance: 254 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� Delivered on its high-spin promise, I was 
at over 3000rpm. The head shape is large 
and rounded and the fl ight was pretty high. 
I can see it benefi ting slow swing speeds 
but I actually hit it surprisingly well.

JT tested: 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 242 yards Dispersion: 13 yards
� Loved the feel at impact, it had a muted 
sound but felt incredibly solid and powerful. 
It’s long from front-to-back but the dark 
blue crown and graphics work for me.

JC tested: 12.5° stiff 
Distance: 189 yards Dispersion: 2 yards
� I seemed to get a strong fl ight but wasn’t 
rewarded with distance, surprising given the 
technology is aimed at a golfer like me.

RH tested: 10.5° stiff 
Distance: 202 yards Dispersion: 9 yards
� Busy on top and felt/sounded hollow and 
tinny but performed admirably. It seemed to 
match up well with my swing speed and 
was forgiving, too.

 Performed consistently well for different 
swing speeds. Confi dence-boosting shape.

 May spin the ball too much for some.

Tech: Two 8g weights can be placed in a 
central sliding rail, two lateral slots, or a 
combination to alter spin and launch.

JR tested: 9.5° stiff, weights front central 
Distance: 249 yards Dispersion: 4 yards 
� Adjustability works to control precisely 
how the head behaves, a discernible 
difference in fl ights achievable. Ball speed 
on off-centre hits suffered, but was offset by 
the high clubhead speed I achieved.

JT tested: 9.5° stiff, weights back central and 
draw. Distance: 246 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� Probably one of my favourite-looking 
drivers on test that produced an enjoyable, 
dull thud at impact. The sole weight 
technology helps to change the fl ight and 
suit the way I deliver the club to the ball. 

JC tested: 11.5° reg, weights back central. 
Distance: 196 yards Dispersion: 10 yards
� Splitting the weights did aid dispersion 
but the launch was too low, so putting them 
back in the track helped increase launch. 

RH tested: 10.5° stiff, weights central front and 
draw. Distance: 198 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� I love the shiny blue fi nish but distance 
was down despite seemingly optimising 
launch and spin through the sole weights.

 Unique, appealing look. Intuitive weight 
system that works to optimise ball fl ight.

 Small head may put off game improvers.

Tech: A Speed Step crown reduces 
aerodynamic drag. R-Moto face lowers CG, 
but raises MOI. Also comes in Pro version.

JR tested: XR Pro, 11° x-stiff 
Distance: 263 yards Dispersion: 10 yards
� A small clubhead with little to distract 
and a deep face. I was able to use more loft 
and keep the spin low; a good combination 
for distance. Off-centre hits weren’t the 
most forgiving, but it was superb from the 
middle. One of my longest on test.

JT tested: XR Pro head, 11° x-stiff 
Distance: 248 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� Alignment is tricky, but this is a quality 
golf club, it feels hot and offers plenty of 
workability. If you prioritise forgiveness, the 
standard XR model has it in abundance.

JC tested: XR 12° regular 
Distance: 191 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� Quite low launching. The Speed Step 
crown seemed to help create a slight 
increase in club speed and also helped 
centre the ball on the face at set-up.

RH tested: XR 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 201 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� My swing speed went up by 1mph. It 
offers a fi rm feel at impact and above-
average distance.

 Crown and head tech work to increase 
distance.  Tricky to align the clubface.

Tech: Three RIP, HOT and MAX heads offer 
different trajectories, each with six 
adjustable face angle settings. 

JR tested: RIP 10° x-stiff 
Distance: 246 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� Classic shaped head, maybe spoiled 
slightly by the details on top. Excellent on 
off-centre hits maintaining high ball speeds 
from heel and toe. Slightly light swing 
weight made it feel uncontrollable at times.

JT tested: RIP 10° x-stiff, C-2 position 
Distance: 247 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� Nice matt fi nish but I didn’t like how the 
face is rounded and sits forward from the 
hosel. I needed to add loft to boost distance 
but had to deal with a closed face. That 
said, distance and accuracy was superb.

JC tested: MAX 14° stiff, C-2 position 
Distance: 196 yards Dispersion: 9 yards
� Sounded a little tinny but once loft was 
added I got a high launch, low spin fl ight. 
Mishits still stayed very straight.

RH tested: HOT 12° regular, O-2 position 
Distance: 193 yards Dispersion: 7 yards
� Clean lines make it easy to align. The 
weight in the head felt like I could control 
the face. Good distance, shaft felt stable.

 Adjustability enhances an already strong 
and versatile driver line-up for 2015.

 Look and fi rm feel won’t appeal to all.

Web: www.cobragolf.comWeb: www.yonex.co.uk Web: www.wilsonstaff.comWeb: golf.mizunoeurope.com Web: www.callawaygolf.comWeb: www.benrossgolf.com
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Tech: ‘Right Light’ technology helps 
generate more club speed without swinging 
harder. Adjustable loft and lie of up to 1°.

JR tested: 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 260 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� It felt light and long, at 46 inches it’s 
longer than most others on test. But that 
said, it felt fast and effortless to swing, like 
the ball came off hot. It launched high, but 
with relatively low spin. Surprise package.

JT tested: 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 244 yards Dispersion: 10 yards
� Feels incredibly light; it must be one of the 
lightest on test, yet club speed was above my 
test average. It felt solid with a more pleasing 
sound than previous Wilson drivers.

JC tested: 13° stiff 
Distance: 193 yards Dispersion: 7 yards
� Effortless to swing with impressive 
forgiveness. Didn’t get the clubhead speed 
increase I was expecting, but it wasn’t 
exactly short and it was very accurate.

RH tested: 10.5° stiff 
Distance: 200 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� Once I got used to the weight, one after 
the other fl ew straight. Clean look with great 
feel; I instantly knew I’d hit a good shot.

 Most will experience increased club 
speed and a more pleasing sound.

 Light feel and look won’t work for all.

VALUE
BEST ON TEST

Cobra Fly-Z
£199-£329

Yonex Z-Force 
£179

Wilson Staff 
D200 £199

Mizuno JPX-850 
£349

Callaway XR 
£279-£299

Benross Speed 10 
£199.99
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The Test Drivers

NEXT
MONTH

BALL 
STRIKING 
SPECIAL!

FREE WHAT 
GEAR MAGAZINE 
HUGE MASTERS 

PREVIEW

Giant irons test
The game-improver clubs that 
will help you hit more greens

Ball-striking tips
Simple drills to help you hit it 
out of the middle more often

Free face tape
Find out where you make 
impact with your irons

�

Tech: A low-spin driver with a 35 per cent 
larger sweetspot than previous Srixon 
models. Adjustable loft and sole weights.

JR tested: 10.5° x-stiff, 7g front, 3g back 
Distance: 254 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� Great look, fairly deep face and it felt 
heavier in my hands which I enjoyed. 
Diffi cult to hit left due to a stable shaft, 
which will appeal to the better player. Quite 
low-launching so I needed a higher loft.

JT tested: 10.5° x-stiff, 7g front, 3g back  
Distance: 249 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� Love the look, the grooves on the face aid 
alignment. I didn’t get as low spin as I was 
expecting, but the feel off the face was 
fantastic; fi rm and fast. The hosel settings 
are confusing, so be sure to get fi tted.

JC tested: 10.5° stiff, 1.5° closed, 0.5° upright 
Distance: 194 yards Dispersion: 7 yards
� Even though it’s not aimed at my swing 
speed, my dispersion was tight and it’s one 
of the best-feeling drivers on test.

RH tested: 10.5° stiff, 4g back, 3g front 
Distance: 197 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� Great look and feel. I hit it very straight, 
off-centre hits didn’t curve off line too much. 
Overall a strong performer. 

 Clean look at address with a solid, stable 
feel at impact and ample yardage.  Low 
launch and spin may put off game improvers.

Tech: Speed, Pro and Flex models feature a 
Compression Channel that increases ball 
speed. Adjustable loft and face angle.

JR tested: Vapor Pro, 8.5° x-stiff 
Distance: 257 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� The Pro was a good fi t so didn’t need the 
extra adjustment in the Flex. I enjoyed the 
penetrating fl ight it offered and while carry 
distance wasn’t overly high, total yardage 
was up there with the rest. My clubhead 
speed was also 2-3mph higher.

JT tested: Vapor Flex (low), 9.5° x-stiff 
Distance: 241 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� I prefer the size and shape of the Speed, 
especially with the contrast between crown 
and face, but with the Flex’s ‘low’ setting I got 
the high-launch, low-spin fl ight I wanted.

JC tested: Vapor Speed, 12.5° regular 
Distance: 195 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� The low-spin nature of the head meant I had 
to add loft, creating a strong fl ight. It’s got the 
wow factor in looks and performance.

RH tested: Vapor Speed, 10.5° stiff 
Distance: 198 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� Easy to align. Struggled with face control 
at times, but the feel at impact was great, 
incredibly stable even on poor strikes.

 Traditional shape with a modern twist. 
Solid feel with ground-breaking adjustability. 

 Can be confusing which model best suits.

Srixon Z545 
£325

Nike Vapor 
£249.99-£349.99

Web: www.srixon.co.ukWeb: www.nikegolf.com Web: www.taylormadegolf.com
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Tech: Moveable 2g and 12g weights in the 
centre and heel alter launch and spin. 
Face and lie angle adjustment system. 

JR tested: 10.5° stiff, 0.5° open, 12g front
Distance: 262 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� Strong-looking head, deep and compact. 
It might be intimidating for some, but better 
players will love it. The trajectory and spin 
were ideal and the adjustment via weight 
movement is welcome. One of the longest 
clubs on test for me. Very impressive.

JT tested: 10.5° stiff, 0.5° open, 12g front
Distance: 243 yards Dispersion: 13 yards
� The grip and/or shaft feels very thin. 
I struggled with a miss to the left at times 
but by opening the face, and taking loft off, 
it allowed me to increase distance.

JC tested: 10.5° reg, 1°closed, 12g back
Distance: 196 yards Dispersion: 8 yards
� A clean, classic head. It felt springy at 
impact, like the ball compresses then jumps 
off quickly without too much spin.

RH tested: 10.5° stiff, 0.5° closed, 12g back
Distance: 205 yards Dispersion: 13 yards
� Superb cosmetics. I always felt in control. 
It might not be large, but there’s lots of tech 
in the head to aid performance. 

 Better players will like the deep face and 
compact shape. Hit the longest shot on test.

 Not the easiest to align the face at set-up.

Bridgestone 
J715 £349.99

Web: www.bridgestonegolf.com

THE VERDICT
Looks: 8.5 Feel/Sound: 8
Forgiveness: 8 Innovation: 8
Performance: 8.5

8

Tech: Lightweight with an aerodynamic 
shape to increase club speed. Features a 
Hyper Speed face and OptiFit hosel.

JR tested: 9° x-stiff 
Distance: 252 yards Dispersion: 12 yards
� A familiar Callaway shape. It felt easy to 
swing quickly and launched fairly high 
without too much spin for my faster swing 
speed. Struggled with accuracy a little.

JT tested: 9° x-stiff 
Distance: 243 yards Dispersion: 9 yards
� Lighter weight didn’t increase club speed 
but distance was still impressive; there’s a 
lot of tech in the head that aids 
performance. The deep face inspires 
confi dence and it’s very forgiving on off- 
centre hits, both in direction and ball speed.

JC tested: 11.5° stiff 
Distance: 204 yards Dispersion: 9 yards
� I felt I could hit it harder because it was 
lighter and seemed to be more forgiving. 
Poor strikes stayed pretty straight.

RH tested: 10.5° reg, 1° upright lie angle 
Distance: 206 yards Dispersion: 11 yards
� Great to look at. Though I didn’t feel in 
total control of it during the swing, it was 
one of my longer clubs on test.

 Consensus was it feels like you can 
achieve more distance with less effort.

 Takes time to get control of the clubface.

Callaway Big Bertha
V-Series £299

Web: www.callawaygolf.com

THE VERDICT
Looks: 8 Feel/Sound: 8
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8

DISTANCE
BEST ON TEST

TaylorMade 
AeroBurner £269

BALL 

MONTH

Tech: Features a larger, deeper Speed 
Pocket, raised centre crown and a hosel fi n 
designed to reduce aerodynamic drag. 

JR tested: 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 260 yards Dispersion: 13 yards
� Not a fan of the textured crown. The light 
feel and long shaft (45.75in) made it feel like 
it was hard to control. But I hit some of my 
longest drives on test. Dispersion was a little 
loose, but still playable.

JT tested: 9.5° stiff 
Distance: 251 yards Dispersion: 3 yards
� The shaft instantly felt long, which I 
thought would reduce control, yet this was 
actually one of my best performers. It went 
a fraction higher than I’d have liked, but it 
was still one of my longest clubs on test.

JC tested: 12° regular 
Distance: 206 yards Dispersion: 12 yards
� The lightweight feel worked for me. My 
club speed went up by 2mph and I got 
some of my longest carries on test.

RH tested: 10.5° regular 
Distance: 202 yards Dispersion: 9 yards
� Attractive at address, sits slightly closed. 
Increased club speed delivered more yards. 
It was tricky to control at times and I’d have 
liked to add a fraction more loft.

 Super long with an explosive feel.
 Fixed hosel. Low control for fast swingers.
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BRONZE SILVER
Tech: Active Recoil Channel increases 
ball speeds across the face and reduces 
spin. A Radial Speed face boosts 
forgiveness on heel and toe strikes. 
Comes in D2 and the smaller D3 head 
shapes, both with adjustable loft and lie 
via the SureFit hosel system.

JR tested: 915 D3, 8.5° x-stiff 
Distance: 259 yards Dispersion: 2 yards
� It barely curves off the heel or toe. It’s 
incredibly stable, shots really hold their 
start line, so dispersion is tight providing 
the face is relatively square at impact. It’s 
a classic Titleist design, simple with an 
improved alignment aid, that sits square. 
Ball speed loss was minimal on off-centre 
hits. The only thing I didn’t like was the 
sound – it’s loud and quite high-pitched.

Tech: Features crown ‘Turbulators’ that 
reduce aerodynamic drag for faster club 
speeds. Comes in standard, SF-Tec 
(Straight Flight Technology) which has 
the custom tuning port positioned toward 
the heel for more draw bias, and LS-Tec 
(Low Spin) aimed at faster swingers.

JR tested: G30 LS-Tec, 9.5° Tour stiff 
Distance: 255 yards Dispersion: 3 yards
� I found it quite diffi cult to hit off-centre, 
which is never a bad thing. The larger 
head makes the shaft feel shorter, which 
boosts confi dence and control. I got 
more optimum spin rates for my swing 
speed with the LS-Tec, something that 
will apply to most fast swingers. At 
address, the Turbulators draw my eye 
towards the centre of the face. The sound 

JT tested: 915 D3, 10.5° x-stiff 
Distance: 242 yards Dispersion: 3 yards
� Club speed was rewarded with ball 
speed and distance. It feels fi rm off the 
face and very stable at impact, especially 
on mishits. It’s diffi cult to hit a bad shot 
with this. The sound doesn’t match the 
subtle, understated look of the head.

JC tested: 915 D2, 13.5° reg (A3 setting) 
Distance: 200 yards Dispersion: 3 yards
� The more upright lie angle of the A3 
setting helped keep the face closed to 
path, which kept the spin down despite 
the added loft. I found it easy to use and 
enjoyed the classic Titleist look at 
address – very clean lines and a shiny 
black fi nish. It’s very forgiving on mishits 
and long from the middle, too.

is a little tinny and high pitched.

JT tested: G30 LS-Tec, 10.5° Tour stiff 
Distance: 245 yards Dispersion: 3 yards
� The shaft feels short, which helped my 
control of the face. Using the LS-Tec with 
more loft helped me achieve more 
distance. I love the forgiveness you get 
from a low-spinning head. I’m not 
someone that likes to shape the ball too 
much, so the stable fl ight means it’s a 
strong candidate to go in my bag.

JC tested: G30 SF-Tec, 12.66° regular 
Distance: 189 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� The turbulators actually aid alignment 
and look quite cool. More club speed 
along with extra draw bias helped its 
performance. While I couldn’t get the top 

RH tested: 915 D2, 10.5° regular 
Distance: 204 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� My ball speed went up despite a drop in 
club speed. Has a simple look at address, 
very traditional. It was easy to hit, aided by 
the draw bias of the D2 head.

 Maintains excellent ball speed on 
off-centre hits. Easy to fi nd your optimum 
fl ight with the two heads and hosel. 

 Some will fi nd it more diffi cult to 
shape. Has an unusual sound.

distances others were getting, I enjoyed 
the feel and incredible accuracy.

RH tested: G30 SF-Tec, 12.66° stiff 
Distance: 191 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� Offers a light, balanced feel that made 
control of the face simpler to achieve. The 
draw bias helped tighten my dispersion. 

 Offers a very stable ball fl ight with a 
powerful impact sensation. 

 Better players may want a smaller head.

Titleist 915 £379 Ping G30 £299

Web: www.titleist.co.uk Web: www.ping.com

THE VERDICT
Looks: 9 Feel/Sound: 7 
Forgiveness: 9.5 Innovation: 
8.5 Performance: 9

THE VERDICT
Looks: 8.5 Feel/Sound: 8.5
Forgiveness: 9 Innovation: 9
Performance: 9

8.5 9

Spoilt for choice 
Testers liked 
having two 
head shapes to 
choose from in 
the 915 D2 and 
D3 models.

Multiple choice 
The standard 
G30 didn’t 
feature in our 
test. Instead, 
the low spin and 
straight flight 
versions were 
best-suited to 
our panel.

Amazing face 
The face technology genuinely 
seemed to reduce curvature on 
off-centre hits.

Made for speed
With the G30, testers experienced 
a marginal increase in club speed 
against their test average.

Flawless at address 
The clean look at address as well 
as the updated alignment aid was 
extremely well received.

Double benefit
Some testers commented that the 
Turbulators also helped centre the ball 
on the clubface at address.

�
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The Test Drivers

Tech: Larger and lighter head than the 
original BB Alpha and also has more 
draw bias. Gravity Core tech continues 
but you can now see its position through 
the sole. Callaway’s new R-Moto face 
removes weight via internal ribs to control 
the motion of the face and lower the CG.

JR tested: Big Bertha Alpha 815 Double 
Black Diamond, 9° x-stiff, core down 
Distance: 255 yards Dispersion: 5 yards 
� A mouthful to say, but has a nice looking 
smaller head from Callaway, very clean 
lines with a hint that it’s still a Callaway 
through the shape. It wasn’t as low 
launching as I was expecting for a better-
player club, but I still achieved relatively 
low spin. Offers a really solid hit at impact 
that translated into good distance. 

Tech: Features a new Front Track 
positioned 12mm closer to the face than 
SLDR that houses two, 12.5g sliding 
weights that alter MOI and shot shape. 
The track also acts as a Speed Pocket to 
assist shots struck low down on the face.

JR tested: 9°, x-stiff, weights together 
Distance: 260 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� I got a really stable fl ight even with the 
weights together, which is the lowest MOI 
setting. It looks a little more lofted than it 
is, but distance-wise it won’t be beaten, 
offering a high launch with low spin. 
Through correct loft adjustment I lowered 
my spin by nearly 1000rpm and gained 
considerable yardage. I marginally prefer 
the black head, but the white looks good 
too, similar to the R11 which I really liked. 

JT tested: DBD, 10° x-stiff, core down 
Distance: 247 yards Dispersion: 4 yards
� The shaft felt long, perhaps because 
the head is small in comparison to others 
on test. It provides a dull, powerful feel 
from a wide area on the face, solid and 
stable at impact. High launch, lowish spin 
with surprisingly high forgiveness for 
such a compact head. The look is very 
clean and sits nice and square.

JC tested: BB Alpha, 11.5° stiff, core up 
Distance: 199 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� Pleasing look at address, it’s easy to 
align and I found it to be quite low-
spinning, so switching the gravity core to 
the ‘up’ position helped keep the ball in 
the air for longer and increased both 
carry and total distance. 

JT tested: 11.5°, x-stiff, weights split 
Distance: 249 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� The white crown combined with the 
black face means its angle is very 
prominent. When I added loft, the face 
angle closes and you notice this more 
than others, so I opted for a higher-lofted 
head and delofted it via the hosel. The 
feel is superb, fi rm yet springy, with a 
strong thud at impact, and I got the most 
distance with the weights split, an 
arrangement which also carried 
additional forgiveness benefi ts.

JC tested: 12° reg, weights slightly in toe. 
Distance: 199 yards Dispersion: 5 yards
� This was really easy to get on with. 
I like the no-nonsense white head and 
there’s lots to tweak to get the best ball 

RH tested: BB Alpha, 10.5° stiff, core down 
Distance: 208 yards Dispersion: 6 yards
� Can’t fault the shape or size. My spin 
came down, but launch remained high 
enough to achieve some of my longest 
carries. Felt well balanced too, easy to hit 
solidly and control the direction.

 Multiple heads and settings to achieve 
the best fl ight. Both models offer ample 
forgiveness for the target player. 

 Switching the Gravity Core can be fi ddly.

fl ight in small increments. It’s easy to dial 
in a high-launch, low-spin trajectory.

RH tested: 11° stiff, weights split Distance: 
202 yards Dispersion: 7 yards
� Adjusting the hosel and sole weights 
helped achieve signifi cant improvement 
in launch and spin as well as shot shape. 

 Offers more distance and lower spin 
than the SLDR with easier alignment. 

 Can’t adjust loft with a weight in draw.

Callaway 
Big Bertha Alpha 815 £379 TaylorMade R15 £369

Web: www.callawaygolf.com Web: www.taylormadegolf.com

THE VERDICT
Looks: 9.5 Feel/Sound: 9
Forgiveness: 9 Innovation: 9.5
Performance: 9.5

THE VERDICT
Looks: 9 Feel/Sound: 9.5
Forgiveness: 9 Innovation: 9.5
Performance: 9.5

9.5 9.5

Core correction 
By switching the 
CG position via 
the Gravity Core, 
testers could 
dial in those 
final few rpms 
of backspin.

Long & straight 
Moving the 
weights to the 
edges of the 
track didn’t 
hinder distance 
but raised 
MOI, a winning 
combination.

Feeling good 
The feel and stability at impact of 
both BB Alpha models was a strong 
contributor to its success. 

Help at hand
Forgiveness on mishits across the face 
maintained impressive ball speeds.

Sitting pretty 
The clean look at address and 
traditional Callaway shape was well 
received by our test team.

Easy alignment 
The white and black contrast 
amplified the face angle, helping our 
testers hit straighter drives.

GOLD GOLD

�
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The Test Drivers

215 yards

220 yards

225 yards

230 yards

235 yards

11 110 29 38 47 56 65 74 83 92 101 11

Titleist 915

Cobra Fly-Z

Wilson D200

Ping G30

TaylorMade R15

Callaway V-Series

Nike Vapor

Benross Speed 10

Yonex Z-Force

Bridgestone J715

Callaway BB Alpha 815

Callaway XR

Srixon Z545

Yonex XP

Adams XTD

Mizuno JPX-850

MD Golf Superfit

TaylorMade AeroBurner

Dispersion: YardsDispersion: Yards

The facts, fi gures and stand-out performers
See how your favourite driver stacks up against the rest

This chart takes into account the average 
overall distance and dispersion of each 

tester, combines them together and plots a 
point on a driving range representing each 
driver’s overall performance. 

It is designed to provide you with some 

insight into how wide the appeal is for each 
driver by grouping the performance of 
different swing speeds and abilities. So we’re 
showcasing the club’s versatility, as well as 
how long and straight they were across the 
board. The dispersion element takes into 

account whether the club tended to miss 
right or left. Our panel agreed that with the 
level of adjustability on offer this year, you 
could make the majority of the drivers suit 
your swing; it’s just a question of fi nding one 
that fi ts your eye and budget. 

Get fitted 
From the custom-fittings 

prior to testing, we found that 
each tester was suited to a 
variety of specs across the 
manufacturers. Gone are the 
days where you’re simply a 
‘9.5° stiff’ man. You need to get 
fitted on a launch monitor to 
find out what works best. 

Launch or shape? 
Adjustability comes in 

many forms, but what do you 
consider a priority? If you want 
to alter launch and spin, drivers 
like the Nike Vapor Flex and 
Cobra Fly-Z+ are a good option, 
whereas if you like to alter shot 
shape, models like the R15 and 
JPX-850 will be better for you.

Love the look 
In the grand scheme of 

things, performance among 
most of the drivers is very 
similar with just a few yards 
between them across the 
board. With this in mind, 
cosmetics play a big part. You 
need to be comfortable in what 
you look down on at address. 

Shafts
We found on test that 

the shorter shafts (eg Titleist 
915; 45in) enhanced control 
and dispersion while the 
longer shafts (Wilson D200: 
46in) were more tricky to gain 
control of the face. Think about 
whether you prioritise distance, 
accuracy or a mix of both. 

Weight 
Lightweight drivers 

like Callaway’s V-Series and 
Wilson’s D200 are designed to 
help slower swingers increase 
their clubhead speed. This is 
a general theory and while it 
worked for most, it didn’t for all. 
Much of it depends on how you 
load the shaft in the downswing.

Five things you should consider when buying a new driver...
1 2 3 4 5

Top performer 
Across the board, the 
TaylorMade R15 
achieved the 
highest ball 
speeds and 
smash factor, 
helping it scoop 
a TG Gold.

Benross is back 
Being able to dial in the 
club’s spec 
further 
significantly 
enhanced the 
Benross range, 
offering great 
value at £199.99.

Dialling in spin 
By switching the FlexPod in 
the Nike Vapor 
Flex driver, 
tester Joel 
lowered his 
spin by nearly 
150rpm, 
increasing carry.

Adjust or bust 
Of all the adjustable sole 

weight systems, 
our panel 

agreed that the 
one in Mizuno’s 

JPX-850 was the 
most intuitive and 

effective.

King of distance 
The Bridgestone J715 
was one of two 
drivers that hit 
the longest 
shot on test, a 
266-yard bomb 
by pro tester 
James.

Broad appeal 
The Wilson Staff 

D200 driver 
is worth a 

mention here 
for how well it 
performed for 
different swing 

speeds. 

Delivering on distance 
All the testers generated 

above-average club 
speeds with 

the TaylorMade 
AeroBurner, 

crowning it the 
overall longest 
driver on test.

All-round package 
The Cobra Fly-Z+ was one 

of the lowest 
spinning drivers 
on test while the 
FLy-Z offered a 
strong balance 
of distance and 

forgiveness.


